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Voice THe BG news Bowling Green, Ohio  • Friday.Oclobcrl7.197S Volume 59/Number 15 
Suit filed against University 
By Rob Arkwrifht 
Staff Reporter 
A lawsuit was filed yesterday with 
the Common Pleas Court of Wood 
County against the University, a staff 
physidan with the University Health 
Center and a former staff physician 
with the Health Center in connection 
with the death of a University student. 
Steven Cooper, last October. 
The suit, filed by Cooper's mother. 
Betty Yenan. demands $200,000 in 
compensatory damages for "the 
wrongful death" of Cooper and 
S2.596.48 in damages for funeral 
expenses and legal fees. 
Dr. Robert Desmond, stall' 
physician with the Health Center. Dr. 
William Althoff. former staff physician 
at the Health Center, and the 
University were named as defendants 
in the complaint. 
Dr. Althoff left the Health Center 
staff last July. 
THE COMPLAINT states ihat 
Cooper was injured in a bicycle 
accident on October 16. 1974. was 
examined by  Dr.  Desmond, x-rayed 
The renovation of Hanta Hall comes a step closer to completion 
as this construction worker puts finishing touches on a new 
window. I Newsphoto by Lance Wynn) 
Weather 
Rain or thundershowers likely 
today and tonight. Highs today in 
the mid and upper 40s. Lows 
tonight in the low to mid 40s Partly 
cloudy tomorrow with a chance of 
showers in the morning and highs in 
the 50s. Probability of rain 70 per 
cent today and 60 per cent tonight. 
Hanna improvements slated 
By Pat Thomas 
Staff Reporter 
Renovations designed to improve 
the facilities in 1U5 Hanna Hall will 
start by the end of this quaitei. 
according to Dr. Kenneth Rothiock. 
coordinalioi of instructional services. 
"We have made a commitment to 
make the classroom more useful," Di. 
Rothrock said. A committee consisting 
of University administrators and 
representatives from the departments 
which use the room has been 
appointed by Dr. Rothrock to study 
and submit renovation proposals. 
According to David Neuman. 
University architect, proposed changes 
include improvements to the 
audio-visual and acoustical' facilities 
as well as the general appearance of 
the room. 
REMOVAL or modification of the 
room's stage in order to improve sight 
lines has been suggested. Neuman said. 
He added that the acoustical 
problems of the room could be 
alleviated by the installation of 
carpeting along the rear wall and 
walkway. 
Neuman said another plan discussed 
calls for the transformation of the 
room directly behind 105 into an 
audio -- visual storage room and 
projection booth. 
Othei changes include the addition 
of new chalkbuaids. projection screens 
and a microphone system. 
"I'm sure they will be proceeding 
with most, if not all. of these 
improvements by the end of this 
quarter." Neuman said. 
The committee's final proposals will 
be submitted to the Office of the 
Provost. the vice-president of 
opeiations, according to Dr. Rothrock. 
Improvements already implemented 
in 105 Hanna HaJI include the 
correction of a heating problem and 
the temporary improvement of the 
microphone system. 
THE ROOM also is being repainted 
in an altempt to "make it less dismal," 
Dr. Rothrock said. He added last 
week's sit-in by members of Dr. Louis 
Katzner's Philosophy 101 class 
brought to the forefront complains 
which had been in existence for some 
time. 
and a diagnosis was made of a 
fractured left wrist. Cooper was 
referred to an orthopedic doctor for a 
plaster cast. He was given a 
prescription for Darvon. according to 
the complaint, and was sent home. 
Cooper was admitted to the Health 
Center on October 18 at .1:30 a.m. and 
was observed by nursing personnel 
until 6:15 a.m. when he was observed 
by Dr. Althoff who prescribed an 
injection of benedryl and transferred 
Cooper to Wood County Hospital, the 
complaint continues. 
Cooper was later transferred to the 
Medical College of Ohio Hospital in 
Toledo where he died on October 19. 
The complaint charges that live 
University and the two doctor, failed 
"to use that degree of caie. skill and 
diligence ordinarily used by other 
physicians, hospitals or medical 
centers of other state universities 
under the same or similar conditions 
and circumstances." 
It states that Dr. Desmond -"failed 
to take and record an accurate and 
descriptive nanation of the history of 
the bicycle accident." that he failed to 
lesl Cooper for possible head injuries 
and that lie failed to question Cooper 
about possible blows to his head or 
advise him about warning signs that 
would indicate a head injury. 
Dr. Desmond was also charged with 
failing to require Cooper to remain 
under observation at the Health Center 
for "a reasonable length of time." 
THE SUIT also claims that Dr. 
Althoff was negligent because he 
"failed upon notificafion at 3:35 
a.m." of Cooper's medical condition 
"to personally come to the Student 
Medical Center oi make airangements 
for another doctor to personally come 
to the Student Medical Center to 
examine and neat" Cooper. 
The complaint says that Dr. Althoff 
incorrectly diagnosed over the phone 
tlur Cooper was suffering from a 
"drug overdose syndrome" and that lie 
advised officials at Wood County 
Hospital of an overdose until Cooper 
was admitted to the Medical College of 
Ohio Hospital in Toledo "where the 
proper diagnosis of head injury was 
made." 
Dr. Althoff was negligent, claims 
the complaint, not only by failing to 
diagnose the head injury but by failing 
to relate "properly and accurately" to 
medical personnel at Wood County 
Hospital "all of the pertinent medical 
history from the decedent's (Cooper) 
out-patient rccoids" at the Health 
Center. 
The complaint states that the 
University was negligent "in that one 
or more of its employes failed to 
obtain a medial history" from the 
persons who brought Coopei to the 
Health Center foi treatment, and by 
failing to "properly analyze and accept 
Information" concerning Cooper's 
having had one beer and having taken 
the Darvon prescribed by the Health 
Center. 
THAT HEALTH Cental personnel 
failed to notify a doctor of Cooper's 
condition from 3:30 a.m. until 6:10 
a.m., did not take and record 
temperature readings, failed to notify 
a doctor of the "progressive increase" 
in Cooper's blood pressure and did 
not consult a neurosuigeon oi other 
specialist, aie listed in the complaint as 
negligent. 
The complaint further states that 
Coopei was in good health prior to his 
death. 
The civil case will be heard by Judge 
Kenneth Adams of the Common Pleas 
Court of Wood County. 
Credit discrimination 
subject of new ruling 
WASHINGTON   (AP)  -•  Creditors 
will    ho    prohibited    from   judging 
the basis of sex or 
when a new credit 
law goes into effect 




Oct. 28. the 
yesterday. 
The board in announcing final 
regulations, said they will also provide 
new benefits for all credit applicants 
by guaranteeing them the nglil to get 
an explanation if they have been 
denied credit or loans. 
Some aspects of the law, such as a 
married woman's right to set up her 
own accounts and obtain a personal 
credit rating, don't lake full effect for 
nearly three years. 
THE FEDERAL Reserve Board also 
removed its original requirement Ihat 
reasons for denial of credit, when 
requested, must be given in writing. 
However, the basic provisions of the 
law banning denial of credit because of 
sex or marital status take effect this 
month. 
In most cases, banks, credit card 
companies, department stores, gasoline 
companies and anyone who offers 
installment credit or loans won't be 
allowed to ask if an applicant is 
married or single. 
The regulations implementing the 
new law address sex discrimination in 
credit with these provisions: 
-   Creditors   cannot   use 
marital   status   as   a   factor 
sex   or 
in   the 
Electric bill adjustments set 
By Gail Harris 
Staff Reporter 
Bowling Green residents can expect 
an increase in (heir electric bills 
starting in December, according to 
Lyle Wright, acting director of 
utilities. 
Yet at the same time the increase 
takes effect, a year long program will 
begin giving local customers a 10 per 
cent a month rebate on their bills. 
Wright said. 
He explained thai the board of 
public utilities is receiving a rebate 
because the city has paid Toledo 
Edison Co. loo much money over the 
past    two   years.    Board    members 
decided   to   pass   the 
residential customers. 
rebate  on  to 
WRIGHT SAID commercial and 
industrial users would not receive 
rebates because they could make up 
the excessive funds paid for powei in 
the past by raising prices on products, 
whereas residents have no means in 
which to get back money. 
Meanwhile, the December rate 
increase will be about four and a half 
per cent for most users, Wright said. 
However, he said commercial and 
induslrial consumers, including the 
Universily, will foot more of the total 
city power bill than will residents. 
"In  the  past,"  Wright  explained. 
"residential customers have paid a 
disproportionate part of the rates. 
Now we've planned so all customers 
pay their fair share." 
When the price hike goes info 
effect, Bowling Green residents will 
pay $25.10 for 1,000 kilowatts of 
electricity while persons in Toledo will 
pay $42.86 for the same amount of 
power. 
"TOLEDO      CHARGES      more 
because they've got more expenses 
than we do. Toledo Edison is owned 
by stockholders and our company is 
owned by the users of the system," 
Wright said. "We don't have to charge 
as much as a private company." 
Wright said another electrical rate 
increase may be in store for residential 
and industrial customers. 
He noted that a proposed rate hike 
will go into effect when the Federal 
Power Commission (FPC) approves 
Toledo Edison's request for an 
increase. 
Before applying to the FPC for the 
increase, Toledo Edison met with 
representatives of the board of 
utilities. 
"They wanted a large increase and 
we just said no dice. We negotiated 
and finally settled for a more realistic 
figure," Wright said, adding that he 
believes there will be no problems in 
approving new rates. 
"scoring" systems which dctciminc 
the most credit worthy applicants. 
- Creditors cannot ask ibOUl an 
individual's oi couple's birth control 
practices or child-heating plans, nor 
can they assume from a woman's age 
thai she may quit hei job to have a 
baby. 
•- On the Othei hand, a creditor can 
consider the probable continuity of an 
applicant's job and can ask and 
consider the part which child support 
or alimony play in an applicant's 
income or expenses. 
•- People Victimized by sex or 
marital discrimimtion can sue foi 
actual damages plus fines of up to 
$10,000. Victims who band together 
in class actions can obtain penalties of 
up to the lesser of $100,000 or I per 
cent of the creditor's net worth. 
•THE PURPOSE of the legislation 
is quite simple." said Jeffrey Budier, 
the board governor responsible for the 
new regulations. 
"It directs creditors lo judge an 
applicant on his oi her own merits, 
without regard to sex or marital status. 
Notice that I said his or her. This is 
not legislation foi women only," he 
said. 
Buchcr said the boaid dropped the 
requirement to provide a written 
explanation of the reasons for denying 
credit because it would have placed 
too heavy a burden on creditors. The 
provision had been supported by 
consumers but opposed by creditors. 
The board did provide with its 
regulations, however, a standard form 
on which creditors could check off 




Editor's note: This is the last of a 
three-part series on the MAC plan, 
which represents an attempt by 
several Mid- American Conference 
schools to financially reform 
intercollegiate athletics. 
By Dan Garfield 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Optimism over the passage of the 
proposed Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) resolution calling for a 
reduction in athletic grants-in-aid is 
growing dim as far as four league 
athletic directors are concerned. 
Michael Lude and William Rohr, 
athletic directors at Kent State 
University and Ohio University 
respectively, share similar 
experiences in the area of the 
distribution of athletic grants-in-aid 
based on proven financial need. 
"The concept of need for financial 
aid isn't new for me," Lude said. "I 
worked at the University of Delaware 
for 11 years and they were on a need 
program. I was at Colorado State for 
eight years and they were  on the 
merit format. The MAC is on fhe merit 
format also," Lude noted. 
FOR ROHR his experience with a 
need program was an unpleasant one 
in his administrative stint at 
Northwestern University of the Big 
Ten. Rohr said he thinks the Big Ten 
suffered a loss of prestige. 
"My philosophy on the need 
program has changed over the years," 
Rohr explained. "My experience 
with it while at Northwestern left a 
very bad taste in my mouth," he said 
of his tenure from 1957 - 60 at that 
Big Ten school. 
"I was not an advocate of the need 
concept up until about three years 
ago, but now I sec where need will 
save money. With that in mind, I'm 
forced to support it," Rohr said. 
Two other league directors, 
Richard Shrider of Miami University 
and University Director Richard 
Young, have not shared similar 
experiences with the need concept, 
yet said they believe cost-cutting in 
the grants-in-aid category is 
necessary. 
"We hopefully are making an 
effort to reassign the cost of grants," 
Young said. "We see diverting the 
increased burden on paients because 
they're (parents) concerned foi theii 
own kids." 
SHRIDER SAID he is in favor of a 
need program, although he has rot 
had any experience with it. However, 
he did point out that this concept 
must be accepted by everyone in 
Division I or the MAC's demise is 
imminent. 
"I don't want to have the 
Mid-American Conference go alone 
on this concept," Shridei urged. "It 
would totally destroy our program." 
Shrider's sentiments found 
agreement from the other three 
directors. 
"I think if we get all the 
institutions (in the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association) to go 
along with the need proposal, if will 
benefit all of us," Lude said. 
"Otherwise, it would be a disaster if 
the MAC went alone." 
Lude, along with Rohr, strongly 
support the need program for its 
savings advantages. 
"MY GUT FEEUNG is that there 
could be a great per cent of savings - 
about  50 per cent," if the MAC's 
need plan wenf into effect. Lude 
said. 
"We could save about 50 per cent 
here," Rohi said of Ohio's situation. 
"With an annual aveiage of $300,000 
spent on giants, we might save in the 
vicinity of $100,000. maybe 
$150,000." 
THE MAC proposal will go before 
the    NCAA's 809-member 
institutions in January at the annual 
national convention. Presently the 
optimism over ifs passage is slim, the 
four athletic directors said. 
As the plan is stated now, they 
said they do not believe it will be 
passed by Division I -- the nation's 
large colleges and universities. 
"I think it will be passed by. 
Division III and Division II," Young 
said. "But I think grants for talent 
have to be a part of the plan or it 
doesn't have a prayer," he said about 
the bill's fate before Division I 
schools. 
"From my sense around the 
country, the feeling I get is not 
good," Lude remarked. 
Shrider and Rohr are in agreement 
that a compromise is probable and 
said that they would support it only 
if it was adopted nationwide. 
PIT 2AV BG Newi, Friday. October 17.1975 
epueRiaLS a// SySfems go-reagan 
power takes priority 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger apparently has let the power 
and prestige of his office take priority over the nation's laws by 
refusing to respond in a direct and complete manner to a House 
Intelligence Committee subpoena. 
The subpoena calls for a memorandum by a State Department 
official who has said it contains information about the 1974 Cyprus 
crisis. Instead of turning over the correct report Kissinger offered a 
"general summary of all dissenting views" on the matter. 
Earlier reports said that Kissinger directed an order "prohibiting 
State Department officials from testifying on what recommendations 
they make for U.S. policy contrary to policy decisions or otherwise." 
Kissinger's rationale for such an order was "to protect the 
confidentiality on which operations officers can make 
recommendations without fear of public exposure if they are proven 
wrong." 
Apparently Kissinger is afraid to let the American public become 
the least bit aware or informed about State Department and foreign 
policy decisions. He obviously does not want any public dissent or 
wrist-slapping should recommendations prove inadequate or 
altogether faulty. He will mask any mistakes by keeping them secret 
forever. 
Kissinger should keep State Department operations clearly above 
board and should come down off his pedestal by replying 
respectfully to committee questions and subpoenas. He is no 
different from any other citizen who must abide by these rules. 
WASHINGTON-AII systems are 
"go" for the launching of Ronald 
Reagan's presidential candidacy four 
weeks from now. 
On Thanksgiving Day, Republican 
conservatives, unhappy with President 
Ford, can offer prayers of gratitude 
that Reagan will give them a chance to 
have a choice in the 1976 primaries. 
Privately, Reagan's crossing of his 
political Rubicon already has 
occurred. After months of personal 
indecision and nagging second 
thoughts, the former California 
governor finally has agreed that he 
should not suppress his yen for the 
White House. 
He has begun to put his personal 
finances on order for the race. Close 
friends have been alerted to stand by 
but to remain mum in the meantime. 
Even Nancy Reagan, originally cool to 
the idea, now is understood to be 
excited about her husband's prospects. 
None of this comes as a surprise to 
the Ford-for-Prcsident staff, nor, 
indeed, to the president. 
After months .of work by Ford 
campaign chief Howard (Bo) 





SCARE ME?? JUST 
W KEEPING UP' 
Burch to discourage Reagan from 
running, the Ford White House is now 
"living with the likelihood," one 
presidential aide observed. 
Even the president's intimates 
lament that, while stressing his 
sincerity, his judgment and lack of 
connivery. But what has convinced 
Reagan to make the race, more than 
anything else, arc the forces he set in 
motion last July by authorizing the 
formation of the Citizens-for-Rcagan 
Committee. 
For the last three months, a growing 
number of Republican officials and 
political figures have devoted their 
time and their reputations to making 
Reagan a candidate. 
LYN NOFSIGER. an old Reagan 
hand,  gave   up  a   California   political 
Lerrers  
consultancy  to  move  to Washington 
to handle pulbic relations.' 
John Sears, a shrewd young lawyer 
who once worked for Nixon, has 
organized Reagan committees in New 
Hampshire and Florida, the two early 
primary states that Reagan must win 
to make his candidacy credibly. 
Nevada's Senator Paul Laxalt has 
risked the ire of the Ford White House 
by heading up the organization. They 
are only three of the many 
conservatives who have been pleading, 
pushing and pulling to get Reagan to 
switch from maybe to yes. Put them 
all together and they spell obligations 
that Reagan no longer has the heart to 
ignore 
What persuaded the 64-year-old 
Reagan to become an active candidate 
for the GOP nomination? The 
explanations most easily come by, the 
reasons most frequently given by 
Citizens-for-Reagan organizers, is that 
Jerry Ford is undeserving of the right 
to head the Republican ticket next 
year 
THEY CITE HIS non-elected status, 
his inability to excite the public, and 
of  course,   the   presence  of  Nelson 
Rockefeller in the vice-presidency. 
Only    the   driving   oratory    of   a 
genuine  "conservative"  like  Reagan, 
they warn, can arouse America from 
its fiscal and moral slumbers and keep , 
the GOP from losing the presidency to 
the Democrats in November 1976. 
FOR MORE THAN a year, the 
Arizona senator resisted the 
blandishments of the iight-of-center 
Republicans. Finally ho authorized F. 
Clifton White, and a few otheis to see 
whether the largely philosophic | 
Goldwater movement really could be ' 
shaped into a political force. 
When Wlute came hack later with i 
the accomplished fact, u was too late 
for Goldwater to back out. "I have to 
run." he told this reporter dunng an 
interview in 1964. "I just can't let all 
these thousands of people down." 
Ronald Reagan now finds himself in 
much the same situation. Haying 
become the "slave of His own slaves" 
as one Reaganite puts it, he cannot let 
them down either. ; 
So he will make a serious bid for the 
Republican nomination and, even if he 
fails to beat Ford, may very well 
achieve one paramount goal of 
conservatives-bumping Rockefeller 
from the ticket. 
For Reagan, it's an opportunity that 
will never come his way again. 
magic mo jo 
"Mojo" is an   Afiican word meaning 
magic.    Magic    at    Bowling    Green 
University    is    the    Mojo    Theater 
Workshops. 
Conceived in I970 by Dr. J. S. 
Scott and interested faculty and 
students, the programs serve the 
developing skills and talents of many, 
the educational and social growth of 
others and the pain and pleasure of all 
who experience "Mojo." 
The pain comes mostly to cast and 
crew members. Their devotion toward 
perfection of performance often finds 
them working late nights, weekends 
and some holidays. 
The pleasure is what everyone feels 
when they enter the tneatcr opening 
night and experience the joy of 
creatively talented and beautifully 
soulful people. 
fear talk by money men 
WASHINGTON •• With the bankers 
and the politicians using words like 
turmoil, chaos and catastrophe, people 
are getting the impression that New 
Yoik City is about to repudiate its 
debt, not default on its loans. 
That may not be the intention of 
men like Dennis Longwell. a 
vice-president of the Chase Manhattan 
Bank, but his words convey to a public 
not schooled to make distinctions that 
New York is on the veige of cancelling 
its debts unilaterally, thereby reducing 
billions of bonds in the vaults to 
worthless doodle paper. 
There is no danger of that 
happening. Default and bankruptcy 
are not debt repudiation, so that if 
default comes New York will still pay 
off its bond holders, but probably over 
a longer period of time or by some 
other adjustment in the payments 
schedule. 
Remembei that the next tune you 
hear some hysteric plead that we 
mustn't let New York "fall." The only 
way the city is going to fall is if a 
panicky banker pulls the plug on 
Manhattan and the island goes blub. 
EVEN THEN THE   two tower! of 
the World Trade Center (nicknamed 
Nelson and David after the brothers 
who built but forgot to pay for them) 
will be sticking up out of the water 
Fear talk by money market men is 
causing most of the damage to investor 
confidence. One New York State lot 
that was sold at an interest rate of 
5.37 per cent when it was issued last 
spring has had its price so squooshed 
down it is now paying an unheard of 
20 per cent interest. 
The Infection of fear and suspicion 
is sickening the ptices of perfectly 
happy and healthy bonds issued by 
states and cities with no connection 
with New York. That, not an actual 
default, is the famous "ripple" or 
"falling domino" effect that will bung 
down the cities of America. "Every 
city in the country is like a tenant in a 
big building. If you live on the second 
float and hear that a thrid-flooi 
tenant's floor was going to collapse." 
Mayoi William McNichols of Denver 
said the other day. "you can't think it 
isn't going to hurl you. Denver is a 
long way from New York, but wc'ie in 
the same financial building," 
True enough, if everyone is 
stampeded      into      thinking      that 
Nicholas 
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once-conservative investments like 
municipal bonds arc now as 
speculative and risky as shares in 
Uranium stock, but notice the literary 
quality of this wailing. 
NOBODY    CAN    PREDICT   how 
great the repetcussions of a New York 
City default might be for the simple 
reason that nobody knows how much 
a loss might be involved ot how crazy 
the buyers and sellers of bonds may 
act. 
The problem of buyer confidence in 
state and municipal securities will be 
worsened If New York State goes 
ahead and assumes the City's debts. 
Thanks in large measure to former 
Governor Rockefeller's much-extolled 
executive abiltiy. the State already has 
a debt of more than $14 billion of its 
own. 
Since New York collects more taxes 
than any other stale In the union it 
ought to be able to fulfill ils financial 
obligations, provided it doesn't jump 
into the punctured life raft with the 
Cty. 
A second way being pushed to save 
the City is to have its employe 
pension funds invest in the very 
municipal bonds that the flapping 
tongues of Wall Sttcet are doing theit 
best to depreciate. 
The sins of New York's public- 
service unions are many and grievous, 
but this is an unjust way of evening 
things out. Their contracts should be 
renegotiated in the course of 
bankiuptcy piocecdings. To jeopardize 
the pension funds in this manner is a 
kind of debt repudiation that will 
punish not only the lazy and insolent 
public employee but the hard and 
faithful worker as well. 
Lastly, there is a national clamoi for 
solution by the Federal government., 
In return fot the bailout, it is pioposed 
that fiscal martial law he imposed on 
New York, a city thai has already been 
turned over to a triumvirate of Wall 
Street Gauleiters. 
Besides making a perfect hash out 
of out Federal system, there are 
economic leasons for opposing the idea. 
In the future what other cities are 
to be helped this way'' All of them or 
just those whose default might cause 
ripples? If Washington only helps the 
ripple-makers, it is asking local 
government and bankers to go wild 
because they'll know the more 
preposterous their debt, the mote 
likely Washington will pick it up. 
Congress is having enought trouble 
establishing a budget without having 
to contend with surptise debts it 
didn't authorize. Fiscal and monetary 
policy, which has to be centralized, 
planned and national, would be made 
much more difficult. Fat better for 
New York to follow W. T. Grant into 
bankruptcy court. 
At the same time. If state and local 
governments ire getting into trouble, 
it is partly because they've been the 
major job creators in our economy 
until recently. Now. caught in a 
strange vottex of both inflationary and 
deflationary forces, some of them are 
stumbling. 
If the private sector can't hire 
enough people to take the pressure 
off. Washington must move, but not in 
this way. 
Copyright, 1975, The Washington Post- 
King Features Syndicate 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial. 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with ..spect to (he laws of libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University fall. 
I WATCHED a rehearsal the other 
night. There I saw a pretty, young 
directress struggling with (he 
enormous problems ol putting 
together a show.ThCTctors were tired, 
the dancers were weary and the crews 
were growing thin. 
However, Gladys Perry, graduate 
student in theater, elevated her head, 
threw back her shoulders and raising 
her voice, she mustered her "fourth 
wind," and pulled onward. 
The second wind had blown-to the 
multitudes unknown- in a long, lonely, 
needed and deserved silent ebony cry. 
As I watched this woman encouraging 
her cast and crews while remaining 
selfless as mother of ten; I thought over 
some words of a show I know, a sister 
is a sister my friend. 
"Mojo" opened its fall season with 
"Celebrations in Ebony". Come and 
see brothers Steven Feaster, Herman 
Munn. Frank Yarhrough, Kenneth 
Simonson and John Allen in the 
dramatic leading "Ebony Man " 
MAKE YOUR presence and your 
contribution while viewing Devore 
"Candy" Nixon. Don Wilson and 
Karen Mahan in Ted Shines' play 
"Contribution?" 
Finally experience Furahaa Saba. 
Vickie Butts, Deidte Corbett. Ava 
Floyd, Gloria Hart, Delaney Teasley. 
Renaye Reid and Donald Russcl as 
they actualize "Sister Sonji." by 
Sun I.I Sanchez. 
The crews, consisting of William 
Rosser, Frank Anderson. James 
Pierrre, Sister Phyllis X and Beverly 
Harvey will see that all goes well. 
"Mojo" really docs mean magic to the 
many students of journalism, 
photography, television and radio, 
public telations. dance and theatei just 
to mention a few. The magic is the 
collective interaction of all who make 
"Mojo" what it is. 
Join  the  Mojo Theater Workshop 
for   its   fall   opening   production  of 
"Celebration in Ebony." October 17. 
18 and  19 at 8 p.m. in the Joe E. 
Brown Theatre, University Hall. 
William D. Jackson 
995 S. Main 
awb review 
needs critique 
It is with a mixture of wonder and 
disgust that I write this letter to The 
BG News in regard to Mr. Fandtay's 
select review of the Average White 
Band's (AWB) concert. 
I can understand his lack of 
enthusiasm; few really appreciate the 
music produced by AWB. Bu! the fact 
that his tone and word usage is 
patronizing and insulting leads me to 
believe that Mr. Fandray's credibility 
is suspect. 
AWB put on one of the best 
concerts I have ever been to. There 
was little delay in setting up. the 
performers came on to a very receptive 
audience and proceeded to play over 
an hour of fantastic music. 
Most of the concert-goers were 
delighted. Not Mr. Fandray. 
Apparently because AWB did not 
appear in lavish clothes, did not 
attempt any bizarre performances and 
avoided a lot of unnecessary stage talk 
the concert was that much the less. 
He also insists upon calling their 
music simple and inferring that their 
talents are few. If this is true, then most 
of the music enjoyed in America is 
simple and the musicians untalented as 
well. 
I suggest that Mr. Fandray critique 
his review, and realize that it us 
misleading. I also suggest that if his 
interest lies in usual stage 
performances and complex music he 
statt reviewing Japanese drama instead 
of the Average White Band. 
Julie Dillcmutli 
1021 Offeiihaucr East 
we loved it 
So you think five-woman rooms in 
Foundeis are cruel and unusual 
punishment? A glance hack in history 
will reveal that eons ago, when I was a 
ficshinan (1168), we had six women In 
those rooms built-for-foui. and you 
know what'' We loved it. 
Yup. fools thai we were, we didn't 
question the situation beyond 
acknowledging thai there wetc only 
four desk chairs, two closets, four ' 
butcaus and four rods for clothes. The 
setup didn't make fot easy long 
division. but we managed to 
accommodate ourselves without too 
much hassle. 
There were of course, six beds, four 
of which we bunked and arranged 
around (he loom in a variety of 
positions during the couise of the 
school year. (In those days we were so 
deprived we didn't have carpeting to 
make furniture moving difficult.) We ' 
also took turns sleeping in the top 
bunk, a new experience for all of us. 
In 1968. Wooster Street was a major 
truck route. Combine all that gear . 
shifting with the freight trains and the 
screaming staggerers from downtown 
and you have some idea of our 
external environment, too. 
I'm sure we'd all admit things were 
not always sunshine and roses in those 
six-mans, but we had a lot of fun all 
the same. 
Four of the six of us paired off and 
lived in doubles or apaitments for the 
rest of our college careers, and five of 
us still correspond and get together 
whenever wc can. We also had the 
advantage of being able to widen our 
circles of friends by introducing 
people we met. ot knew already, to 
our other roommates. For me. an 
nut-.it -st.net. that was a big plus. 
With about 75 of us on the wing of 
our hall, it was seldom peaceful inside 
the rooms or out, and it was rumored 
we were death on RAs. especially > 
when wc were running back and forth 
to the two phones we had to use. In 
those days, phone calls were handled 
through a main switch board and we 
were paged on room intercoms. 
When we studied, it was in the 
hallways, the bathrooms, the lounges, 
the cafeterias, (he Library or (he 
Graduate Center Many's (he night we < 
practiced speeches for Speech 102 on i 
each other on the stairs and swapped 
biology notes and ragged to one 
another about the various freshmen 
lortutes we wete being put through. 
We hadn't been told we'd be sharing 
rooms with five other women, and 
perhaps catching us unawares was the 
only way the University could get 
away with such a thing. 
In retrospect, however, throwing all     ' 
those   freshmen   together   seemed   a   ■ 
good thing for most of us our first 
year awary from home. 
Overcrowded? Sure. 
Used by a University that admitted 
more than it could house? 
Undoubtedly. 
Cheated? Not on your life. I 
wouldn't swap that first living 
experience at Bowling Green for all 
the private rooms in the world. 
Lisa Boulanger 
803 Fifth St 
Frkfcy, October 17, 1975. The BC Ntws/h»e 3 
local briefs 
Mojo Theater 
Mojo Theatre will open its 1975-76 season at 7 
tonight in Joe E. Brown Theatre. University Hall, with 
"An Ebony Celebration", a collection of dramatic 
readings. 
The performance also will be presented at 7 p.m. 
tomorrow and Sunday. Admission is free to the public. 
Tickets 
Union Activities Organization reports that tickets 
for next month's David Crosby and Graham Nash 
Concert will go on sale this morning in the Union 
Ticket Office. 
Clothing drive 
The Bowling Green chapter of Beta Sigma Phi will 
conduct a clothing drive for Goodwill Industries 9 
,i m -J 'ii p m. tomorrow in the Big N parking lot 1080 
S. Main St. 
Revenue from the sale of usable donations finances 
rehabilitation services for the handicapped of Wood and 
Lucas Counties. 
Pa/checks 
Because of the Columbus Day holiday Monday, 
paychecks will nol be available today until 11 a.m. 
instead of the usual 8 a.m. 
Fingerprinting 
A basic fingerprining school program is set for 8:30 
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Oct. 20-24 at the Holiday Inn. 1550 E. 
Wooster St. 
The school is the first of two certificate programs 
designed lo train police officers in the skills necessary to 
identify fingerprints. 
Registration fee for the session is $25 and includes 
lunch each day. Today is ihe last day for registration. 
For more information or to register, contact the 
Office of Continuing Education. 504 Administration 
Bldg.. 372-2416. 
Workshop 
An assertive training workshop is set for 9 a.m. - 3 
p.m. Oct. 25 in the Alumni Room, Union for a cost of 
S25 a peison. 
The workshop, sponsored by Ihe Office of 
Continuing Education, is designed for those who plan to 
use assertive training techniques in any of the helping 
professions. Participants will learn ihe rationale of 
assertive training, training techniques and how lo apply 
these techniques. 
Deadline for registration is today. For more 
infonnation or to register contact the Office of 
Continuing Education, S04 Administration Bldg.. or call 
372-2416. 
Health Center adds 
frozen food to menu 
. By Cindy Smercina 
Staff Reporter 
Prepackaged frozen 
dinners have replaced home 
cooking for in-patients at 
the Health Center. 
In an effort to cut costs 
the Health Center adopted a 
new food preparation 
sysiem at the beginning of 
fall quarter. 
Prepackaged frozen 
entrees, supplemented with 
salads and juice, now ire 
served to in-patients instead 
of meals cooked from raw 
ingiedients in the center's 
kitchens. 
"It appeared to us we 
could make some savings m 
food service by going lo ihe 
prepackaged dinner," Bob 
Arrowsmith, acting 
coordinator of student 
services, explained 
yesterday. "We expect the 
major savings will be in 
labor costs. I anticipate it 
mighl be around $5,000 net 
savings." 
SEVERAL other area 
university health cenlers 
have adopted (he 
prepackaged food system 
and reported considerable 
savings. Arrowsmith said. 
In the past the Health 
Center employed three 
full-time workers for food 
preparation. This year, one 
full-time woiker is 
supplemented by a 
part time student employe. 
TSe Armour Health Fare 
RESEARCH 
Thousands ot Topics 
Sand '"' vow uplooala. 160 
page mail ixdrr catalog Enclota 
Si 00 lo row» poilaga and 
handing 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC. 
1137? IDAHO AVE .#   .'!». 
IOS ANGELES. CALIE   9002S 
IJ13I 4778474 
Oui raiaa'ch papal a'r told '« 
■ I'MVI t h purpom Oolv 
Co. supplies the frozen 
dinners to the Health 
Center. Regular meals and 
special meals for restricted 
diets are available. 
THE MENUS repeat 
themselves each week, but 
Arrowsmith said this is not 
a significant pioblem 
because the average student 
stay al the Health Center is 
only two-and-a-half days. 
Between six and eight 
students on any given day 
usually are confined in the 
Health Center, accoiding to 
Arrowsmith. 
Anowsmilh said he has 
nol received any complaints 
about the new system, but 
said    Ihe    Health    Center 
SWEETEST DAY OCT. 18th 
LONG STEM RED HOSES $5" DOZ. 
SWEETHEART ROSES $2™ DOZ. 
CASH \M) CARR\ 
PRICES FOR BG ON LI    NOT 01 I OF TOI N 
OCT. 25th 
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL MUMS 
ORANGE • BROW ■ YULLOE       WHITE 
CASH IM> CIHH)   $/'■ 
CALL FOR LARCE GROI P PRIChS 
MYLES FLOWERS 
f> \ IK> 01 KK\ BLDG. 
134 E. WOOSTER 
352-2002    353-2802 





SATURDAY NITE OCT.  18 
8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. 
THE HYDRAULIC ROOM 
2 BLOCKS 
SOUTH OF FOUNDERS QUAD. 
ON THE CORNER OF 
MANVILLE AND LEHMAN. 
ALL THE DANCING & DRINKING 
YOU CAN HANDLE FOR $1.00 
8.0.'S FINEST SOUND SYSTEM 
15 ICC COLD KEGS AND 4 TAPS 
PRESENTED BY 
CAMPUS SOUND ENTERPRISES 
personnel are surveying 
what foods the students do 
and do not like. "We may 
have to reevaluate the menu 
to see if it's the kind of 
food the students really 
want to eat." Arrowsmith 
said. 
HE SAID the program 
also will be evaluated at the 
end of fall quarter to 
discover if it is really cutting 
costs. 
"So far. I am happy with 
the program. There is some 
indicalion we may have to 
change the menus," he 
explained. "We're trying to 
stay wilhin oui budget. Any 
kind of health care facility 
is an expensive operation." 
Darrow designated 
athletes' dining hall 
By Beckie King 
Staff Reporter 
Darrow Hall's dining room in Kreischer 
Quad has been designated by the 
University athletic department and 
University Food Services as the dining 
hall to be used by students receiving 
athletic board aid at the University. 
"The aim in this is that we will end up 
saving money." said Donald Cunningham, 
assistant director of intercollegiate 
athletics. 
About 95 athletes on board grants use 
the dining hall which offers limited 
momics served at limes which aie fitted 
to the students' academic and athletic 
schedules, Cunningham said. 
Athletes on this program no longer 
receive meal coupon books, according to 
Cunningham. Instead, they must present 
identification and sign for iheir meals. 
The athletes must eal everything they 
take and. if necessary, they are permitted 
to have seconds, he said. 
"From Ihe standpoint of ihe athletic 
depart men l, we were somewhat 
vulnerable to the indiscriminate use of 
coupons by Ihe athletes." Cunningham 
said. He explained that there was noway 
for the athletic department lo control 
how (he athletes used Iheir coupons. 
The athletic depanmenl will review the 
costs at the end of this quarter. "If we 
have to, cosi-wise, we will cul our menu," 
Cunningham added. 
Cunningham noted thai Kent State 
Univeisity, among others, switched to this 
type of program last year. 
"It is not an extra expense to the 
student body." Cunningham said. The 
money will come from ihe board part of 
the student's athletic granl-in-aid. 
"We arc not doing this to treat them 
better." Cunningham added. 
SGA election revision proposed 
An amendment to the 
Student Government 
Association (SGA) 
Constitution which would 
revamp SGA election 
procedures was tabled at 
Wednesday night's SGA 
meeting. 
The amendment would 
expand the number of 
student senators from eiglil 
to 13. move the election 
date foi five offices lo 
spring instead of wintei 
quarlei and reschedule the 
senate elections for fall 
quarter 
SGA       PRESIDENT 
Randall Hathaway said the 
spring election of officers 
has worked at the 
University of Akron and 
Ohio State University. He 
also said Ihe Univcisily was 
not an official member of 
the Ohio Student 
Association because SGA 
officers are clecled one 
quarlei loo early. 
Dennis Bottonari, student 
representative to the Board 
of Trustees. said he 
disagieed with the 
amendment because 
students are involved in too 
many activities during the 
spring, adding that winter 
quarter is (he ideal election 
time because "everyone 
stays indoors." 
Bottonari also disagreed 
with the proposal lo elect 
student senators during the 
fifth week of fall quarter. 
There is too much confusion 
and it is hard to attract an 
audience at diis time, he 
explained. 
The amendment also calls 
for the partitioning of the 
campus    inlo    10   voting 
Questions? 
Answers? 
Find the solution at 
the Christian Science Org. 
Prout Chapel 




1-2-1 week pregnancy 
terminated by 
Licensed Gynecologist 
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA 




24 HOUR SERVICE 
The SHIRT SHACK is coming 
to Sunshine Cyciery 
T-SHIRTS -       all types, all colors, 
many designs and letters 
order yours NOW before the rushl 
MOUNTAIN HIGH ICE CREAM 
is at the Sunshine again! 
Banana, pumpkin, honey almond, chocolate, & vanilla. 
Cones, quarts, <S pints available. 
-FRESH BREADS on Thursdays 
-ART WORK by BGSUstudents 
—Plants, bikes & accessories, health snacks 
—Backpacks, kelp diet plan, books, & teas 
—Yogurt - 40 cents each, or 3 for $1.10 
SUNSHINE CYCLERY - CORNER OF THURSTIN & RIDGE - PH. 352-9157 
ALPINE VILLAGE 
RESTAURANT 
SPECIALIZING IN GERMAN, AMERICAN, AND ITALIAN FOODS 
OPEN 1 1:00 A.M. to 1 A.M. 
 WEEKEND SPECIALS  
THURS.    Lasagna'3.45 
FRI.      Broiled Fresh Whole Pickcral'3.95 
SAT.     Roast Prime Rib of Beef Au Jus *5.25| 
Above includes assorted relishes, potatoes, garden 
tossed salad, appetiser, bread, butter, and coffee 
ALSO OPEN SUNDAY 1 2 to 7 P.M. 
ENTERTAINMENT IN COCKTAIL 
LOUNGE  TILL 1 A.M. 
FOR RESER VATIONS CALL 353-0512 U7 N. MAIN ST. 
districts. Each disliict 
would elect one student 
senator to represent it. The 
icmaining senators would he 
elected at-large. 
Hathaway explained that 
the district sysiem would 
help prevent greek 
domination ol the senate, as 
only three districts would 
he set aside to represent 




Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholatsh.ps. gums, a.-ls md 
fellowships ranging from $50 to SI0.000 CUMent list of 
these sources researched and compiled js of Sept  15. 1975 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS 
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles. CA 90025 
:   I I am enclosing $9 95 plus $1 00 tor postage jnd handling 
PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF 




(Celtloime residents pleat? odd 6V sain leu ! 
_z,,>_ 
gmt 111 rnrrrri 11 TTI m»»m rnTirrm; 
: If You Like Pisanello's... 
ZYOU'LL LOVE THELOFT!\ 
« 
Now Open For Your Pleasure.      • 
203 N. Main   352-5166 
UUUlJLUJUUUUUXIXtlJUJUJ.I t.t.t I.IJJULUJLil 
• ••• 
SIGMA CHI 
WISHES TO CONGRATULATE 
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Weekend offers variety in late-night TV 
ftoiewBv vnuneer hrnilier* and sisters     nuisi.iiulim.' movies offered       ABC-TV's   "In   Concert."     commercials       were     format.      Last      Saturday     tolksinaer   Janis   Ian   sang "Soundstaee" cai Revie  By
Mark Dom 
Several years ago. when I 
was a lowly high school 
teenager and not yet 
worldly-wise to the ways of 
hot cars, cheap hrcw and 
Friday nights on the town, 
"staying in" was 
tantamount to being a social 
outcast, a real high school 
pariah. 
Nobody stayed in on 
Friday nights - even it ""Star 
Trek" was on. The "in" 
thing was to go to the 
basketball game, gel drunk, 
put in an appearance at the 
sock hop and eventually go 
home and gel sick (not 
necessarily in that order) 
We paid oui dues in spades 
the mornings-after, usually 
saying knelt praycis before 
the   great,   while  porcelain 
god in out bathrooms, 
YET. AT TIMES, many 
Ol us had 10 slay in, againsi 
oui wills. Duties like 
babysitting    fol    squealing 
yo g b oth s i
made us captives, prisoners 
in our own homes, while 
our folks went out on the 
town. And our only 
companions were TV 
nnlksoppish       types       like 
Lawrence Wclk. Dick Clark. 
Marshall Dillon and OzZtt 
and Harriet. 
When we finally reached 
college, out new freedom 
dictated that we stay out 
until all-hoars on Friday 
and Saturday rights, 
enjoying    the   "good   lilc." 
Somewhere,      in      this 
transitional period ol our 
lives, television had come 
full circle. Whereas "The 
Adventures of Ozzie and 
Harriet"'and Ijwrencc Welk 
were    nol    inducements   to 
remain      indoors      then. 
"MASH., I he Rockford 
Files,"     -SWAT., Pie 
Mary  Tyler  Moore  Show," 
"Hob Newhart," and 
"Space: 1999" certainly arc 
inducements now. 
Coupled       with       some 
o t tanding
Friday and Saturday nights, 
like "Sleeper,*' these two 
evenings now seem to offer 
some of the freshest 
programming on the tube. 
And for those of us who 
previously liked to "tube it" 
late until 11 00 and then go 
out. television now offers 
four more late-night 
inducements: "The 
Midnight Special," "NBC's 
Saturday Night." "NBC 
Weekend " and 
"Soundslage." 
NBC's "Midnight 
Special" is celebrating its 
third anniversary tonight 
with a special rebroadcast of 
its very first show from 
1972. The hcadliners are 
John Denver. Linda 
Ronstadt. Helen Reddy. 
Hairy Chapin and 
David-Clayton Thomas. 
"MIDNIGHT" Specials" 
diverse choice ol top - 40 
artists has kept the program 
fresh     and     on     the    air. 
rt, 
recently cancelled, tried 
catering to specific musical 
tastes, like "heavy metal" 
and acid rock. It was seen at 
10:30 p.m. in most time 
zones, too early for the 
weekend crowd . "Midnight 
Special" can be seen 
Saturday mornings at I a.m. 
on Channel 13. WSPD, 
Toledo. 
"Saturday Night" is the 
name of a new program 
which debuted last Saturday 
night at 11:30 p.m. on 
NBC-TV. If you were 
fortunate enough to catch 
the first program, I'm sure 
you revelled" in the black 
humor of host George 
Catlin, 
Carlin was joined by a 
talented company dubbed 
"The Not-Yet-Rcady-for 
Primetime Players." of 
which "National Lampoon" 
writers Michael O'Donaghue 
and Chevy Chase are 
members. Their satirical 
skits   and   spoofs   of   TV 
RADIO 93 
NEWS 
Campus and Community 
Live Music! 
Sam Wwnavr 
Sar., Ocf. 18 
9:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. 
MID-AM ROOM 
The Dr. Demento Show 
Saturdays at 10pm on WB\L 680am 
The world could use 
a few good miracles 
along about now. 
I ike ,i MIII.I, le ol love  *»nd i mirac le ol 
dedication and concern tor oui fellovt man. 
rhis is the work <>i the Hob, (ross Fathers 
lo son,' our fellow man  .mil lo make Ihe 
world a belter plate in which to live  What 
about youf it a total commitment is whai 
you re looking lor, join us Odds are \oull 
nevei lum water into wine, bul you will help 
tuin hatred into love   \n<l lhal is the greatest 
mir.u le ol them all. 
li» information writ* or vitii 
TATHER IOSEPH CAREY, C.S.C 
HOLY CROSS FATHERS 
BO\ S4I 
si. lostm HAH 
SOTRI    DAMl     l\D    ahSSh 
absolutely top-notch and 
should please the legion of 
fans of the lampoon 
magazine. 
"Saturday Night's" 
musical interludes were 
provided by Billy Preston 
and Janis Ian. Uniquely. 
"Saturday Night" is an 
all-live program and not on 
tape. Tomorrow's program 
should prove to be a musical 
milestone of sorts as it will 




is now seen at 11:30 p.m. 
the first Saturday of each 
month, with "Saturday 
Night" occupying the same 
timeslot the remaining three 
weekends "Weekend" gives 
its audience a totally 
different, light look at Ihe 
news. 
Last, but certainly nol 
least, in the weekend's 
late-night offerings is an 
intimate hour of 
contemporary music from 
(he non--coinmercial 
benefactors al PBS, the 
public   television   network. 
"SOUNDSTAGE" 
features personal. solo 
performances with a 
c o n c c r l - i n -1 h e - r o u n d 
DOONESBURY 
evening's show offered the 
brassy, jazz-rock sounds of 
Blood, Sweat and Tears and 
a particularly moving 
performance by 
David-Clayton Thomas' 
group.       In       addition, 
l g
several introspective  tunes. 
The next two weekends 
of "Soundslage" will 
highlight the talents of 
Three Dog Night and the 
BeeGees. 
" t g " n be seen 
Saturday evenings at 10 
p.m. on channels 30 and 57. 
It also is repeated Monday 
nights at 7 p.m. on Channel 
30 and repealed Tuesday 
nights at 10:30 p.m. on 
Channel     57. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
I Famoua Amen 
can paint«r 
7 Revolve 
13 Pope Paul VI 
14 —— domain 
ifl Latvia'! 
neighbor 
17 Do an arbi- 
trator'* job 
Ifl Germ- 
19 Symbolic bloom 
20 Per sou 
21 Movie in 
MaUM 
22 Run the The* 
pian • gamut 
24 The   Swedish 
Si If lit ingale 
M Biting 
26 Draw I with 
"out I 
27 Thirty   Vi 
29 Meado* 
90 ( "'.II-SMM 
32 Avsd 
ANSWER io ntnm raw 
33 Active one 
M Nevada* 
neighbor 
3* Part ot a base 
19 Bar 
41    Mi- 
Prrfia 
44  Shakespearean 
character 
46 Opposite of 
vertical   Abbr 
47 Cook ■ concam 
i - I mpotr. a* 
aline 
49 Rots mate 
SI Grwkgod 
\2 • Bul on 
forever' 
U  Demurs? 
■A  Over 
56  Nat 
Ml  II u 
59 Tem'.c 
atort 
60 Like a nimbus 
61 Rope 




I Traveler i lodge 12 Ratativeofan 
2  Author   alliance FraaM 13   \1-»,.aiili,,„„r 
3 Laid up 16  ( ompn-Mimau 
!              ,u.i nun It < orpor.i. 
5  l.i(|Ueur •ymbol 
I   \(tre»«rartu* 23  Actor Roger 
7 Cancel 24  Mother of 
- M   -trm or Hiarhar 
Spaniah it*  t>rt a return 
9 Antimacassar JO Alone   Prefix 
1 <   liVkrurk-*- 31 Hoaaafateri 
II  Joining force* 33 One of Ihe 
Jiin.->«* 
N Btmiaiiin 
3* Important kind 
olfafff 




10  Wedge-shaped 
II   lng»nuerole 
U  The brigadier 
■yanbd 
«J   IhvalvemoUu** 
1'.   hV.ish l.nni. 
end 
|1   W.-nlrhuck 
W Duck 
S3  Egyptian god 
55 Italian -. 
deaf on. 
S7 Riser NHodjH 
h.muht 
•A   Mii-m.^ahbr 
bv Garrv Trudeau 
aflft      THEHONOftS ALL 
WIT    MINE. JIMMY! IT'S 
~~
w
     ALUMS A PLEASURE 
I 'm.MR   TDMUJ fl£SIOUX 
•F0R9.IT    OTYELKS CLUB p
 urn AN   'worm  MR. 
| H0MX..       YEAR.*,      PRtSh 
\        _»   '    /PENT? 
jW ■*?•"   Mit.mSIPWT. UE'VEKENdETTINb 
SOME FEEPBAX FROM 
UHAT     OUR PEM06KAIWCS 
/SIT,      PIOPIE AtOUTWR 
BOB'    STR0N6 TAUNTS OF 
WOUIP-BE ASSASSINS 
-viijfe mi.SK, THEYFUL Jm/ft mt&SAsiwtfWM- 
Vr*        B€R OF NUTS IN THIS 
COUNTRY ANO THAT IF 
ANP?   YOU INCITE THEM, THEY 
\     MI6KT COALESCE INTO 
\     AFORMPA0UmiN6 
I  BLOC! 
#»** EXOJSEME. 
HMM.YOU MR.PRESI- 
MEAN THE DENT 'MISS 
CALIFORNIA DAYT0NASO0 
PRIMARY..   gl6lfr   ISHEtET) 
\ MEET YOU 
>«m< . CLaSSIFIED   li" 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 3b2-623h 
Friday. October 17. 1975 
Inter-Varsity Christian fellowship lecture, "Is 
Christianity Outional?" Rni 112 LUt-Sci. Bldq., 7-8 
p.m. 
Fall Retreat: Sharing tiustiations-fmding taith. Meet at 
United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin at Ridge. 
Friday, Oct. 17th at 6p.m. Will rettiin Sat al 6 p.m. For 
tiamportation call UCf 352-7534. 
Alteiations done my home. 
480 Lehman Apt. 107 Jan 
Cusano. 3520550. 
Medical College    ot    Ohio 
student available        tor 
tutoring. 352-4513 ask foi 
Mike. 
yearbook    now. 
Key. 2-0086 
Call    The 
Flamin' 14 love then Xi 
sisteis and ,ue psyched for 
lush' 
Phi Taus: Passing biead and 
pouting wine seems to be 
"right up youi line'" KD's 
say grati*. 
Satuiday, Octobei 18, 1975 
Commuter Centei  open  10 am. to 4 pin   Open to the 
public. 
Typing expenence. Thesis 
and disseitation. Releiences 
on campus. 353-1602 altei 
6. 
WANTED 
Sunday, Octobei 19. 197S 
Worship service:  Church of Christ. 17317 Haskins Rd.. 
BG. 10 a.m. & 6 p.m. 
Woiship    service     Grace    Brethern    Church.    121    S. 
Enterprise, behind the Clock. 10:4'j a.m. 5. 7 p.m. 
Babysitter 2:30-5.30 p.m. 
on Mon. & Wed . 2:30-7.30 
p.m. on Tues. & Thurs. 
Angela Bell, 831 7th St. 
Apt. 4 before 2 p.m. K 
housing needed, free loom 
& boaid. Contact me at my 
address 
Sig  Eps:   "Grand  nght  and 
left" didn't phase you at all! 
Thanks    foi helping with oui 
hoedown. KD's. 
Sigma Nu's: We suie weren't 
"gambhng" when we asked 
for your help' The casino 
was great! Thanks! KD's. 
SAE's: We'ie excited 'or 
formal desseits - hope you 
are. too. Sisters of Kappa 
Delta. 
BG Sailing Club meeting / p.m. Rm. 203 Hayes  Open lo 
new membeis. 
Duplicate Budge Match. Alumni Rm., Union. Piomptly 
at 1:30 p.m. Open to all expenenced players with or 
without paitneis. 
AH students welcome to come & work on homecoming 
decoiations-pamt signs at 7 p.m. Basement of the 
Alumni House. 
BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201 
Hayes 5:30-7:30 p.m. 
BGSU Finn-Falcons scuba club meeting Natatorium, 8 
p.m. 
Monday. October 20, 1975 
Contemporary Theology course: "New Understandings 
ot the Church" 7 p.m. in the Religious Ed. Rm., 
Newman Center. 
Jim Treeger, Placement office, will give workshop on 
job-hunting, resumes, letters of applic, intemewing 7 
p.m. Alumni Rm., Union. 
Christian Science Testimonial meeting Prout Chapel. 
6:30 p.m. 
Rink Rats meeting South end. Ice Arena. 7 p.m. Come & 
support BGSU Varsity Hockey. 
RIDES 
Ride needed to East Coast 
(preferably New York City) 
on Oct. 20 or 21. Share gas. 
Call Roll at 352-0118. 
HELP WANTED 
Ambitious person wanting 
to break into radio by being 
record librarian for WFAL. 
Sea Ann Marie in 413 South 
Hall. Volunteers only 
please. 
COLLEGE CAMPUS 
REPR ESENTATI VE 
Needed to sell Brand Name 
Stereo      Components      to 
Students at lowest prices. Hi 
Commission, NO 
Investment required. 
Serious Inquires ONLY! 
FAD COMPONENTS, INC. 
20 Passaic Ave. Fairfield, 
New Jersey 07006. JERRY 
DIAMOND    201-227-6814. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Housework got you down? 
Call  372-1734 after 3 p.m. 
Talk it over with someone 
who cares about you. 
Empa-Emotional and 
material, pregnancy aid. 
Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues., 
Wed., Thur., 6:30-9:30 p.m. 
Will pickup and buy old 
upright piano. 352-3930. 
Need 1 m. rmmte. own 
bdrm., $65/mo. Stop in at 
339 S. Maple. 
1 or 2 f. to share apt. *4 
block from campus. 
352-3757. 
1 m. rmmt. own bdrm. off 
S. Main. $60/mo. 352-9217. 
PERSONALS 
Remember Sweetest Day. 
(Oct. 18) with a growing 
thing from the Plant Lady, 
302 S. Summit. Open 10-7 
Tues.Sat. 
Sig Soul Patrol Sex: Rock 
and Roll with the Soul 
Sound get Psyched to get 
down. 
Jim - You've finally taken 
the dive, but the big one is 
yet to come. Congrats on 
your engagement. The 
Brothers  of  Delta  Upsilon. 
Schild and Laury: It may be 
a little late, but Congrats on 
setting a date, and finding a 
mate. Love, the Angels. 
SENIORS! It's picture time. 
For senior picture 
appointment, call The Key. 
372-0086. 
We're proud of our tough 
team who tugged us into 
first! Love, Gamma Phis. 
Sigma Chis - You're great 
guys. We had a super time. 
The Gamma Phis. 
PRESERVE CREDIBIL- 
ITY!      Order     your     "76 
Sig Eps - Thanks for ciuisin' 
along with the ADPi's. We 
appieciated youi hard 
work! 
We service; motorcycles, 
auto's, trucks, mufflers, 
Dishop Motois, 18039 N. 
Dixie Hwy. 
THE VILLAGE 
PREACHER   Opening soon. 
Stop m at  the Mad Artist's 
Colony. Pots by dona. 
Don't Forget Phi Kappa Tau 
Lll Sis Rush, Oct. 19 & 20. 
7-8:30 p.m. 
Jan- Harpo Marx called to 
say HAPPY BIRTHDAY-al- 
so, no cake-only lettuce and 
tomatoes and a rich dessert. 
HB-Whatsername. 
Eggs Toast Coffee Juice 99 
cents French Toast Coffee 
Juice 99 cents Pancakes 
Coffee and Juice 99 cents 
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM 
1027 N. Main 352-4178. 
FOR SALE 
Used 19" BW Zenith T.V. 
Like new. $90 or best offer. 
Call 352-6906 after 4. 
Garage Sale at 1103 Village, 
Sat. 10-6. Sun. 12-5, 
Mahogany Frat Placks. T.V.. 
furniture, odds & ends, 
Priced to move!! 
1968 Ford Galaxie. good 
cond. $400. 352-8216 or 
353-7762. 
1969 TR6 excellent cond. 
Good gas mileage yellow 
w/bl. Blufton 358-2788. 
'67 Barracuda Good Cond. 
ask $250. 352-8861. 
I 
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Classics, rack split 
WBGU-FM far mat 
By Bill Estep 
The difference in 
programming at WBGU 
radio. 88.1 FM. is like day 
and night. 
The station, a member of 
the National Public Radio 
network. broadcasts 
classical music daily from t> 
a.m.-ll p.m. with the 
remaining 13 hours of 
programming devoted to 
progressive rock and roll. 
WBGl'-FM music director 
Jon Sinton. junior (A&S) 
said the station does not 
have to justify its program 
structure because it is of a 
non-commercial origin 
"'When you're j 
non-commercial station 
your programming can vat) 
between classical antfld 
rock and you can appeal to 
more ihan one audience 
group." Sinton Mid 
HE ADDED th.it.i top 40 
AM station such u CKIW 
could not survive under a 
format  similar  to WBCI   - 
"CKIW could not 
program top 40 12 houn 
and classical   I 2  hours and 
think of being successful." 
he said. "Their staff is 
devoted to one area of 
programming aimed at one 
particular type of people in 
their late teens or early 
twenties. 
"It would be financially 
dangerous to aim half their 
programming at them and 
the othci half at the upper- 
age bracket." Sinton said. 
"They don't have the staff 
or money to do it and those 
are things we don't have to 
worry about." 
WBCI' employs Id 
student volunteer disc 
jockeys who broadcast in 
what Sinton tarnu a free, 
form radio format. 
"FREE FORM radro 
started in ll>(>7 and it meant 
that the jock played what 
ever he wanted to." Sinton 
said       "The     only     thing 
required of out jocks is for 
them to play one cut off 
0UI play list in each set, 
which comiitl of four 
cuts." 
Simon said the purpose 
of the station i\ "to 
dJuembute new music and 
a new product." 
JON VOIGHT  BURT REYNOLDS 
Deliverance M 
B®    WRNCR BROS   P*..mm'-I«hmcoloc'        Hfc 
CO-HIT 
EVE. AT 9:35 SAT.-SUN. MAT. 4:30 
IMalaMMi I Itwy Mn'l alay aott. 
CINEMA n NOW- 4th WEEK 
EVE. AT 7:15-9:45 
SAT. SUN. MAT. 2:00 
FINAL WEEKEND! 
THE FILM EVERYONE IS GOING TO SEE! 
JAWS 
Amity Island had < v< r v tinny. 
Clear skies. 
< .< ntli  surf. 
Warm water. 
People flocked there 
every summer. 
It was the perfect feeding ground. 
|   .\ 
f^ 
PG rMOrrUCMMNtfSiBBTD tOUf »• - F ■ ».   MA* SO" M   ^M. .WYnrootrrrw rattajMaoaNB. 
SORRY NO PASSES 
"We feel it is our 
community responsibility to 
play new things." he said. 
"Past that point it's up to 
our jocks to be logical and 
we feel our format gives 
them enough room to do 
this. They should have 
enough latitude within the 
structure so that each show 
is an individual experience." 
WBGl'. which according 
to Sinton also airs public 
affairs. news and 
community information, 
show tunes and features 
from Washington and New 
York, is the only station in 
Bowling Green that 
broadcasts    classical   music. 
"IT   SEEMS   traditional 
that a college station should 
play classical music, by 
virtue of the academic 
community."    Sinton    said 
Sinton gave two reasons 
as to why the station 
devotes air time to 
progressive rock. 
"Progressive rock is more 
attractive to students and 
we can lustily it as a 
community responsibility 
because we operate the only 
full-time responsive lequcst 
line in Bowling Green," he 
said 
Jon Sinton. WBGU-FM 
music director, 
broadcasts some of the 
music that makes the 
station's programming 
appeal to students and 
the commu nity. 
I New ..phot, i by Bill 
Eslep) 
Pension investigation begins 
WASHINGTON 
(API -• The Labor 
Department has begun a 
preliminary investigation of 
a $1.4 billion Teamsters 
Union   pension   fund  amid 
JUNIE. featuring EYE 
TORMER OHIO PLAYERS LEAD SINGER 
PAIN. PLEASURE. ECSTASY, FUNKY WORM' 
ANDERSON ARENA 9:00 p.m. 
FRI..OCT. 17 $1   AT DOOR 
sponsored bv Black Student Union 
NOW THRU 
SUNDAY 
OPEN 7:00  SHOW 7:30 
The Only Authorized Movie From The Book 
That Sold Over 6 Million Copies. 
DON'T BE EMBARRASSED TO SPEND 
96 MINUTES IN A DARK ROOM 
WITH A HOOKER 
YOU KNOW ABOUT SEX 
NOW LEARN ABOUT LIFE 
TYNN — 
KArlERA HOUAMOtR 





CO-HIT AT 9:30 






:riticUm the department is 
not entorcinga new pension 
reform law. 
Sen.    Ilaiiison    Williams 
(D-NJ.),  chairman  of the 
Senate   Laboi   Committee, 
expressed     concern    ovei 
what      he      called      the 
depart men! 's "unacceptable 
dcias in the Implementation 
of      the      new     fiduciary 
standards"    ill     the     l'>74 
Employee      Retirement 
Inc.MHO Securltj Act, 
If investigators look hard 
enough, they would find a 
seemingly classic test of one 
standard in the new lav., a 
$7 million loan made by the 
Teamsters' Central States. 
Southeast and Southwest 
Aiea Pension lund at four 
pei cent interest, with no 
down payment required and 
no repayment of any of the 
$7 million scheduled lot  10 
years. 
LABOR     SECRETARY 
John Dun lop        .aid 
Investigators are examining 
recordi    filed    with    the 
The Navy Officer Team 
has something 
of interest for you. 
They are your Officer Opportunities Teem, 
and they have something of interest for you 
that could change your whole life-for the 
better. They have details on special Navy 
scholarships and officer training programs, any 
one of which could be just what you're looking 
for. Not just for now, but for your future, too. 
Be sure to make a note of the time and place 
and find out what they have to say. 
Date       Oct. 20, 1975 
Time.   9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Place:       Student Services Building 
Be Someone Special in the Navy. 
$1 $1 A TREMENDOUS ENTERTAINMENT BARGAIN ALL SEATS $1.00 
NOW PLAYING 
2 GREAT HITS 
CONTINUOUS SAT & SUN 
EVE. AT 7:15 SAT.- SUN. MAT. 2:00 
STREISAND & CAA 
GOK Ijou Qel! 
IluVfJ-*   PiC'U«IS   »N0 HAS**"   M(SIN'»1XW 
a l» f,   ■   ' '* 'l''UMt 
CO-HIT 




 "THKTC l 
Released thru UnrradArtarta 
government by the Central 
Stale,    lund   to   sec   il   a 
full scale investigation is 
warranted. 
Dunlop's    exchange     ol 
letteis   with   Williams   was 
ideated yesterday by 
Williams Sen Robert 
Griffin, (R-Mtch.p, alto hat 
said he is "deepl) 
distuihed" hy the situation. 
The Central Statei fund 
has been looked a! on ami 
off by probeis loi -Oycais. 
Occasionally someone 
connected with it ha. gone 
to jail. The newest  interest 
in  the  fund was  fueled by 
the disappearance of former 
Tcimsleis   President  James 
Holla 
THE FUND has long 
Invested the bu'k of its 
meti in real estate, tanging 
from las Vegas catinoe to 
condominium. to race 
Hack. and lesidenlial 
projects, Many of the loans 
oi then recipient! have 
ended in delault. 
hankiuptcy oi foreclosure. 
Some recipients have 






Applications are now 
available for anyone 
interested in being a 
member of 
THE ADVISORY COUNCIL 
ON GENERAL FEE 
ALLOCATIONS (ACGFA) 
Background information, 
screening procedure, and 
applications are available 
at 405 Student Services. 
Applications must be 
submitted by Oct. 17. 
Pizza Lovers! 
•••*••••••••••• 
Clip Out & Save 
£P isane 
103   N   M«in 
t*wlin« emeu. Ohio 
Fast FREE  Delivery 
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS 
Phone  1352-51661 
4:30 PaM. - I AJH. Dally 2 A.M. Fri. a St. 
Cheese 




i - 10 U(k I) I.,K 14 i-,h l| I-,K 
SI 65       $2.00        S2.65 J3.70 
30 .40 
25 .30 
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Crucial match here 
By Norm Baker 
Staff Writer 
Something lias to give at 
2 p.m. tomorrow when 
Bowling Green's toccei 
team hosts Cleveland State 
University (CSU). 
Both [quads are playing 
their best aoccei ol the 
season and are ruling 
eniotion.il peaks following 
big victories. 
Tlie Falcon soccei leant 
won its fourth straight game 
ol the season, a 4 -1 vi< lor) 
over eastern powet Towson 
Stale, over the weekend In 
hike us undefeated record 
Io4-0    ' 
Coach Mickey ( whranc's 
troops played theli best 
game ol the yeai against the 
Tigers ai juntoi Dong Olson 
pumped in .ill lour goals 
"WE'VE       TRIED       to 
improve as the season has 
gone along." Cochrane 
explained.        ".Hid       we 
demonstrated to ourselves 
last weekend that we can 
play more consistently than 
we had m previous games 
tins year." 
I lie CSU Vikings, 
meanwhile, are coming oil 
theit most mi * essful 
weekend in theit 22-yeai 
hist or) 
Coached   b)    Klaas   de 
Boer, the Vikings npsel 
defending NCAA champ 
Howard I Inlversli) I .'. in 
overtime Saturday li was 
Ihc tn -.i defeat fot Howard 
in two and a hall years 
Cleveland Slate went on 
to win the hmgliesi soccei 
tournament in the nation 
(Clemson, S.C.) hy edging 
Illinois-Chicago Circle, 5 - 
4. 
"Il    will    he   lougli    for 
them (CSU) to practice this 
week after the success they 
enjoyed In the Clemson 
tournament but ihcy should 
be ready fot us as ihey have 
a pah  ol  losses to avenge." 
Cochrane sard. 
Howling Green leads 2 - 0 
III the series against CSU 
The Falcons won last year's 
contest. 2-1, although iu; 
only  had  six shots tin goal 
against the Vikings 
"LAST YEAR'S game 
was the high mark ol our 
season    hni    ihey    weren't 
read) foi us." the IWi coach 
added. 
Festival of Football^ 
'Super important game'—Nehlen 
By Dick Rees 
Sports Editor 
At Ihc start of the season. 
it     was    undoubtedly    the 
football    team's   strongest 
position. 
But as the Falcons 
prepare lor what head coach 
Don Nchlcn calls a "super. 
super      important"      game 
against Kent State 
University tomorrow 
evening, the tailback spot 
will be maimed. by a 
llnrd-siringer. and he's even 
nursing an injury, 
Tomorrow's    contest     is 
the    second    hall    ol    the 
Mid-American Conference 
(MAO Festival of Football 
Doublehcader at Cleveland 
Municipal Stadium 
WESTERN     MICHIGAN 
and Toledo will battle in the 
lust game at 6 p m . and the 
Falcons are scheduled to 
meet the flashes about 20 
minutes aftei the initial 
game   ends    Officials   are 
planning on a 9 p.ill slarl 
foi the second game. 
BG will enter the contest 
without    ihc   services   ol 
slatting       tailback        Dave 
Preston,    who    has    two 
cracked vertebrae and will 
not even make the trip. 
Second-team      tailback 
Marcus Johnson sustained a 
lup pointer in last week's 
game   against   Toledo,   and 
although he is listed on the 
travel roster, his status is 
doubtful. 
Third-st ringet Andre 
Parker is slated to open as 
tailback, but the sophomore 
has a bad loe and his 
practice tune was limited 
this week 
•THE        TAILBACK 
situation is up in the air," 
Nehlen said yesterdas "But 
I think we have enough guys 
who know the pla\s at 
tailback to gel us through 
Ihc game " 
Freshman Steve Holovacs 
could gel some playing time 
ai the injury-depleted spot 
and Nehlen said stalling 
wingback Steve Kuehl also 
might run at tailb.uk 
"We  would  pieler  to go 
with     (Dan)     Saleel     al 
lullhack." Nehlen said 
Saleet. the MAC's leading 
rusher, plasej some at 
tailback lasi week, with 
sophomore Jim Cause 
moving Into the fullback 
slot 
THE   FALCONS,  leading 
the MAC with a 2 ■ 0 record 
and off to then best start in 
I 1 seats with a 5 -0 mark, 
will have the services ol 
starlets Das." Brown (middle 
guard) and loin Saleel 
(light end) tomorrow 




Bowling Green met Kent Stale by 9 
Western Michigan over Toledo by I 
Miami over Ohio University by ^ 
Ohio Stale over Wisconsin hy 22 
Kentuck) over LSUby II 
Nebraska over Oklahoma Stale by 12 
lesas over Arkansas by 4 
Auburn over (ieorgia I cell by 17 
I'enn State mer Syracuse by 15 
Oklahoma over Kansas State by 19 
Michigan Stale over Minnesota by 7 
West Virginia over  I iilam- In  (> 
Alabama over leiinesscc In  14 
Missouri and ( olorado EVEN 
Zumbaugh hopes to 'lead' harriers 
ABORTION 
$125°° 
roLL FRII     9a ii     i" i 
l goo ' IS   " 1° 
By Bill Estep 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Captain    Inn   Zumbaugh 
hopes to regain his 
leadership role tomorrow 
when the falcon cross 
counlr) squad defends its 
All (lino  Championship al 
Ohio   Wcslcvan    University 
Die in.- mile affah al 
Delaware Country Club 
onl) will be Zumbaugh's 
thud   meet   appearance   ol 
Ihc season 
I he        seiuoi        haiiiei 
- -    _ returned      lo      active 
ifffflfC    OrOflOe   competition two weeks ago 
   following    a    four-month 
battle with a fool injury . 
"Being a captain is a 
responsibility and with tin 
injury all I could do was 
lead al groiiji meetings and 
Sunday tuns Zumbaugh 
said "I think I'm lui.ilK 
back in shape (hough and 
now I'll he able lo gel up in 
front ol the group and like 
charge in workouts 
"WE    HAVE    a    kit    ol 
potential on lilts scat's team 
hut we need a le.ulci lo pull 
us together," he said, "and I 
haven't been able lo do Ilia) 
until I Ills week." 
Aliei becoming Bowling 
Green's louilh all Auieiicai) 
There /S a   ^ 
•  difference!!! • 
. M(»«iro« • 
• 
• 
Dm is r* • 
«l eiiiriirno" • 
■ "il 
'■"- • • 
• • 
Sri, ■ tttu • • 
• • • 
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on your radio dial 
THINK ORANGE 
iLUJLaJULfcJLiTJLU^ 
fount-\ Ihjf jt*>   • 
: KAPLAN 
_    n«x»iic»ni ctNtfr 
—      list miMUMQll 
ak 
- FEATURING - 
' "f I", ti««ki and 
* hops 
I   till   COUrM  ' .unily 
i imnai 
12 VARII   Ml '. 
PANCAKI 5 -■-   tA -xt i i t 5 
i ipen  i tu".   thin Sal    '   10 " 
! d*yi  '   10 
412 EAST WOOSTER 
BANQUET ROOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
ISSSSffiis 
Get your heads 
together. 
From one beer lover to another. 
harrier   last    yeai    with   his 
14th place finish at the 
\t   \.\ championships, 
Zumbaugh's aspirations foi 
a  quick  slarl  this tall were 
stymied h\ his injur) 
Die I on Wayne, hid 
name,     who     transferred 
i i    Arizona   State    iwo 
ecus ago. said he first 
noii. I'J ihc injury following 
a track meet held here m 
lul) 
"In ihc beginning »»i Julv 
I i.HI a marathon in Fort 
Wayne M\<.\ then a ti.uk 
ineel here three days later," 
Zumhaugli said. "Soon aftei 
the meet, m) nghi fool 
beg..in   hurting   and   ihen  I 
saw   a   bunch   of  doctors 
about it " 
Ihc hurt developed into 
lendointis ol the  right  loot 
and forced "Zoom" lo the 
sidelines        until        eaily 
Scptembei 
"I didn't do any logging 
until nglil before oui 111-.r 
nun with Kent Stale and I 
didn't begin workouts with 
the    team    until    the   week 
before the O.U   meet," he 
said 
IN THE Ohio meet, 
winch the falcons won  *4 - 
15,  Zumbaugh  touted the 
six-mile HG layout in .'I  52. 
bin he inaiiiljined that "the 
TYPICAL SENIOR?? 
We need 
your picture. For 
Senior Picture appt.- 
call 3720086. 
UNITED STATES DROPPED 
AN ATOM BOMD ON MARS 
'• Ma'sIt.utiprohabk  iiontpki -: -    ill Mivthe 
.las Iheil !,«■'.i Invml tvftimc ■<;■ II ...I-. ■!,., . ■• "•, 1', ,■ I',-,  Rrsvi       '  nil   III.  ."'..: 
Matronal I tin in hi'lp renumber this .i . kol 
mhei hktck d,ws in Amen.  ■■   hedl ■      ■ ■     raa 
"-. IIfl   .: Mdi ."■.: I amp  onB lains  ivei 
WtO m«tos,Kics explosions defeats iis»»i>sMMrioris crashes bomb 
l    t.t!1 panics ,s,\ utions   yrn hin.is 
hetravat* mishaps nors unkings mutinies rigged elections 
armedincursions «tomng» Inhtulls mass murders andmtscai 
rugesol 
A
    i i' ery me > se is running around making a big deal oul ol.» 
boringbank?theBnrrsh somehow managedto we so... inbecele 
bratmg the .i,*s 147 persons, most ol ihem young women, pershed ir 
America's ghastliesl industrial fire Di the da\ Congressman Presl >■■ 
Brooks walked on tolhe Senate floor and heal Senatoi Charles 
Sumnei uncornciouswtlh agulta per. ha cane Or the da) 
vtcted trunk murderess Winnie mrmJudd escaped nor" the 
Arvon.i State Insane Hospital t>» rhe sMh hme 
And ilu- Offvuii \,ir:oMu'; ompoon Bicenlennia Calendar 
make*, a perfect .rift thai will continue lo depress and anno* 
someonev        .  • ■ mghout the whole yeai rhel 
NoOorKW I ompoon Btcenlenn t . alendocwMhlwelw breath 
takmsik lund mustratlons s on sale in bookstores everywhere 
lor only $3% 
Conceived K ChnuopherCerl 
toot was reall) Inn ting and I 
lust tried to hold on in the 
last mile " 
I ,isi      week      ai     the 
prestigious   Notre     Dame 
Ins il at tonal        "Zoom" 
finished in 1 Ird place with a 
five-mile clocking ol J> 2i, 
Zumbaugh said il he stays 
health) he could repeal last 
scat's performance thai 
featured a sixth-place finish 
a i the Mld-Amencait 
Conference   championships 
and BG's best etlott 
"I think from now on I II 
once again be able lo 
challenge   some   ol   tin   old 
rival opponents," 
Zumbaugh said. "like 
Dwighl Kiel ol Kent State " 
KIER,    a     nemesis    ol 
Zumbaugh    last    season,   is 
listed b) Kent coach Doug 
Raymond as a possible 
startci tomorrow when the 
I lashes challenge foi the 
falcons' \||-Ohio crown 
Kict. who has missed the 
last iwo weeks with an 
ankle Minus. captured the 
individual championship 
when the I lashes dealt lit. a 
I 7 '.s. dctcat in the season 
openei foi both teams 
Zumhaugli will be among 
seven runners who will 
represent the I il. ons in Ihc 
Ml Ohio collegiate race 
Juniors Dan Dunton and 
Gats D c s i ,i t d ins . 
sophomores l>.m Cartledge, 
Tom McShefler) and Gai\ 
1 title .u\i\ freshman Kevin 
Kv.in Will loin tlion leadci 
as BO takes aim at Us fourth 
title in five sens 
Plenty of tickets left 
Student tickets foi ihc Mid-American conference (MAI i 
Festival ol football Doublcheadei al l lev eland Stadium 
tomorrow evening ssill be sold .o ihc gate 
Officials previous!) .iiinounccdih.ii vl student tickets 
would not be sold al the gates 
rickets foi the doublcheadei \st!it>e on sale until .• p.in 
i ..las al the Memorial Hall ticket office 
Stickers host Bucks 
The women's Held hocke> team, undei (he direction ol 
Carol Dureniim, seeks to (um its \"us\ home vicior) ol the 
season tomorrow as the Falcons meet Ohio Slate ai lOa.m 
.ii Sterling Farm lu'KI 
The women stickers are coming ofl .1 * 0 IONS U» 
Ashland College Wednesda) Goalie Lynn Crane had II 
saves foi Bowling Green in that contesi 
THE BCi "*B" team fared better, slipping pasi Ashland's 
juntoi varsit) .1-0 Sheri Winograd scored ihe onl> c<>.il foi 
Ihe Falcons 
Goshen College and Oberlin College ineel IKi ai 4 p.m 
Monda) al Sterling Farm Held 
CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT 
.     ERROR-FREE TYPING 
NltON TYPING IIIION 
ERRORITE AT YOUR CAMPUS STORE 




HAVE YOUR EARS 
PIERCED FREE 
with the purchase of gold 
ear studs at only $10.00 a pair. 
A trained technician will pierce 
your ears in an instant with no 
discomfort to you. 
Children under 18 must be 
accompanied by a parent 
9:30-5:30 
Sat. Oct. 18th 
at the 
The Powder Puff 
(1 block west of MacDonald) 
